Unit C18
143
Additional Practice
Sherry shows/chose her software at conventions. (C18i-B/b), Richard
washes/watches cars. (C18m-A/a), The captain made sure the chests
were lashed/latched. (C18f-A/a)
Other Words
Many, if not all, of the words listed below are in the story. Find them
and circle or underline them each time they occur. Say each marked
word aloud—individually and then in its entire sentence. Look for
additional words in the story that contain the target sounds. Mark
and say them also.
[Ѐ] Sherman, showing, sharp, shook, shed, shame
[tЀ] chose, chair, change, challenge, chicken, stitches
Other Practice Activities
❏ Partner Cards—Listening. Practice until
you can point to the right card every time.
❏ Partner Cards—Speaking. Practice until
you can say the contrasting sentences so
accurately that your partner points to the
right card every time.
❏ Story Reading. Practice reading the story
aloud. Mark any difficult words. Then
record the story on tape.
❏ Story Dictation. Write the story as your
teacher reads it or as you listen to it on the
audiotape.
❏ Cloze Reading. Choose some key words in
the story and black them out. Then read the
entire story aloud. Do this several times.
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Each time black out more words. Continue
until most of the story is blacked out and
you can tell it without looking at the page
very often.
Story Retelling from Skeleton. Black out all
the remaining words except those you need
in order to remind you of the story line.
Then, using just this skeleton, tell the story
to your partner or class.
Free Story Retelling. Retell the whole story
from memory, without looking at your book.
Parallel Story. Create your own story similar to the one in this unit.
Mini-drama. Make up a skit or do a role
play based on the story.

Unit C18i-B [Ѐ] shows—[tЀ] chose
Story
Sherry is a computer whiz. She writes her own programs, and
she also buys a lot of computer software. Software is not cheap,
and Sherry is very choosy. To make sure she is getting what she
wants, Sherry prefers to see software in operation before she
buys it. You can’t do that in most computer stores or by mail. For

